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ABSTRACT
Effectively modeling feature interactions is crucial for CTR prediction in industrial recommender systems. The state-of-the-art
deep CTR models with parallel structure (e.g., DCN) learn explicit
and implicit feature interactions through independent parallel networks. However, these models suffer from trivial sharing issues,
namely insufficient sharing in hidden layers and excessive sharing
in network input, limiting the model’s expressiveness and effectiveness. Therefore, to enhance information sharing between explicit
and implicit feature interactions, we propose a novel deep CTR
model EDCN. EDCN introduces two advanced modules, namely
bridge module and regulation module, which work collaboratively to
capture the layer-wise interactive signals and learn discriminative
feature distributions for each hidden layer of the parallel networks.
Furthermore, two modules are lightweight and model-agnostic,
which can be generalized well to mainstream parallel deep CTR
models. Extensive experiments and studies are conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of EDCN on two public datasets and one
industrial dataset. Moreover, the compatibility of two modules over
various parallel-structured models is verified, and they have been
deployed onto the online advertising platform in Huawei, where a
one-month A/B test demonstrates the improvement over the base
parallel-structured model by 7.30% and 4.85% in terms of CTR and
eCPM, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

Click-through rate (CTR) prediction is critically important for industrial recommender systems [3, 8] and online advertising [25], which
estimates the probability of a user clicking on a recommended item
and decides whether this item will be exposed to the user. The
estimated CTR may influence the subsequent recommendation
decision-makings, such as item ranking and ad placement. Consequently, the accuracy of CTR prediction is a crucial factor for the
user experience and platform revenue [22, 35].
Effectively modeling feature interactions is one of the most
commonly-used optimization approaches to improve the prediction accuracy of CTR models. Early researches focus on design and
utilize beneficial combining features, such as FTRL [21], FM [26],
FFM [13] and Higher-Order FM (HOFM) [1]. Besides, the industry
also spends a lot of workforce on feature interaction mining. These
models leverage feature interactions explored explicitly by either experts’ experience or pre-defined formulas for CTR prediction. However, current large-scale recommender systems contain enormous
raw features and high-order feature interaction patterns [5, 37],
which makes manual feature engineering or pre-defined formulas
hard to cover all the essential interaction patterns in the feature
space, thus limiting the usage of such shallow models in industry.
Deep learning-based CTR models, emerging rapidly in recent
years, have an aptitude for capturing informative feature interactions in an end-to-end manner, getting rid of the hindrance of
manual feature engineering and pre-defined formula. Representative models, such as Wide & Deep [2], DeepFM [5], DCN [30],
PIN [24], DIN [37] and DIEN [36], learn explicit and implicit feature
interactions jointly and achieve significant performance boost. As
observed in [31, 34], these deep CTR models can be divided into
two families with respect to the way of combining the networks for
modeling explicit and implicit feature interactions, namely parallel structure and stacked structure (shown in Figure 1). Models
with stacked structure combine the two networks, where one for
explicit bounded-degree feature interactions and the other for implicit feature interactions, in a successive style, such as PIN, DIN
and DIEN. On the other side, parallel structure models jointly train
the two networks in a parallel manner, such as DeepFM, DCN and
xDeepFM (shown in Figure 2).
In this paper, we focus on optimizing the models with parallel
structure by enhancing the explicit and implicit feature interactions via information sharing. To make our presentation simple
and straightforward, we take Deep & Cross Network (DCN [30])
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Figure 1: The backbone architecture comparison between
stacked structure and parallel structure deep learning-based
CTR models.
for illustration, which is a representative parallel-structured model
with a good balance between model performance and efficiency.
Nevertheless, the trivial sharing strategy performed between the
two parallel networks limits its expressiveness and effectiveness,
elaborated as follows.
Insufficient sharing in hidden layers. DCN performs cross
network (explicit interaction) and deep network (implicit interaction) parallelly and independently, and the learned latent representations do not fuse until the last layer. We refer such fusion
pattern as late fusion. With late fusion, explicit and implicit feature
interaction networks do not share information in the intermediate
hidden layers, which weakens the interactive signals between each
other and may easily lead to skewed gradients during the backward
propagation [9]. To summarize, such insufficient sharing strategy
in hidden layers impedes the learning procedure of effective feature
interactions in these parallel structure models.
Excessive sharing in network input. The cross network and
deep network in DCN share the same embedding layer as input,
meaning that all the input features are fed into the parallel networks indiscriminately. However, as pointed out in [14], different
features are suitable for different interaction functions. Therefore,
excessive sharing the network inputs and feeding all the features
indiscriminately to the parallel networks may not be a reasonable
choice and result in sub-optimal performance.
To solve the above-mentioned trivial sharing issues existed widely
in various parallel structure models, we propose a new deep CTR
model, named Enhanced Deep & Cross Network (EDCN) based on
DCN. Specifically, two novel modules, namely bridge module and
regulation module, are introduced to tackle the insufficient sharing in hidden layers and excessive sharing in network input, respectively. On the one hand, bridge module performs dense fusion
by building connections between cross and deep networks, so as
to capture the layer-wise interactive signals between parallel networks and enhance the feature interactions. On the other hand,
regulation module is designed to learn discriminative feature distributions for different networks by a field-wise gating network in a
soft selection manner. Moreover, regulation module is also able to
work jointly with bridge module to further learn reasonable inputs
for each hidden layer, making two parallel networks learn explicit
and implicit feature interactions collaboratively. These two modules
are lightweight and model-agnostic, which can be generalized well
to various parallel-structured deep CTR models for significantly
improving performance with low time and space complexity.
To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

• We analyze the trivial sharing issues existed in parallel structure models, namely insufficient sharing in hidden layers
and excessive sharing in network input, and propose a novel
deep CTR model EDCN to enhance the information sharing
between explicit and implicit feature interactions.
• In EDCN, bridge module is proposed to capture the layerwise interactive signals between parallel networks, while
regulation module is designed to learn discriminative feature
distributions for each hidden layer of the two networks.
• Our proposed bridge module and regulation module are
lightweight and model-agnostic, which can be generalized
well to mainstream parallel deep CTR models for boosting
performance.
• Extensive experiments are conducted on two public datasets
and one industrial dataset to demonstrate the superiority
of EDCN over the SOTA baselines. Moreover, the compatibility of bridge module and regulation module over various
parallel-structured CTR models is also verified. A one-month
online A/B test in a Huawei advertising platform shows that
two modules improve the base model by 7.30% and 4.85% in
terms of CTR and eCPM.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Feature Interactions
Most existing deep CTR models follow a feature embedding &
feature interaction paradigm. According to different combinations of explicit and implicit components in the feature interaction,
deep CTR models can be classified into two families: stacked structure and parallel structure, whose backbone architecture comparison
is shown in Figure 1. Models with stacked structure first perform
explicit feature interaction modeling over the embedding layer
and then stack an implicit component (normally DNN) to extract
high-level feature interactions successively. Representative models
include PNN [23], NFM [7], OENN [6], DIN [37] and DIEN [36].
PNN, NFM and OENN leverage the product operation (inner product, outer product or hadamard product) to model explicit feature
interaction. Besides, DIN and DIEN utilize attention operation [29]
to capture explicit feature interactive signals. After performing explicitly feature interaction learning, stacked structure models use
a DNN to further capture high-order implicit feature interactions,
enabling strong modeling capacity.
On the contrary, models with parallel structure leverage two
parallel networks to capture explicit and implicit feature interactive signals respectively, and finally fuse the information in the
output layer. Classic members in this category are DeepFM [5], AutoFIS [18], DCN [30], DCN-V2 [31], xDeepFM [17] and AutoInt [28].
In these models, implicit feature interactions are extracted via a
DNN model over the embedding layer, which is highly efficient
and ubiquitous. While for modeling explicit feature interactions,
DeepFM and AutoFIS adopt a FM [26] structure to perform pairwise interaction learning. DCN and its extended version DCN-V2
use a cross network to apply feature crossing at each layer explicitly. Moreover, xDeepFM employs a Compressed Interaction
Network (CIN) to capture more complicated feature interactions of
bounded orders, and AutoInt leverages a multi-head self-attention
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Figure 2: The architecture of three deep CTR models with parallel structure: DeepFM, DCN, xDeepFM
network [29] to model different order feature interactions explicitly.
Three representative models are presented in Figure 2.

2.2

sparse features via field-aware one-hot encoding [8]. For example, an instance (Gender=Male, Age=18, Category=Electronics, . . . ,
Weekday=Monday) can be represented as:
x = [0, 1] [0, 1, 0, . . . , 0] [0, 0, 1, . . . , 0] . . . [1, 0, 0, . . . , 0]
|{z} |
{z
}|
{z
} |
{z
}

Discriminative Input

Generally speaking, most parallel-structured deep models share
the unique network input (normally the embedding layer) for different sub-networks, such as DeepFM [5], DCN [30], AutoInt [28].
However, different sub-networks in parallel-structured models capture different interaction patterns while different features are intuitively suitable for different interaction functions, which is pointed
out in [14]. Relevant to our consideration, SENET[10] is designed
to learn feature importance by performing Squeeze, Excitation
and Re-Weight steps over the original representations and FiBiNET [12] leverages the SENET for extracting informative features.
GateNet [11] constructs bit-wise and vector-wise gate to select
salient latent information for embedding layers and hidden layers.
Similar idea is proposed in multi-task learning, such as MMOE[20],
which utilizes a sparse gating network to automatically balance task
specific information over the shared knowledge. Moreover, multiview learning [19, 32] which expresses data from different views to
learn unified item or user representations, is similar to discriminative input here to some extend. In our work, we design a field-wise
gating network to generate discriminative feature distributions for
different sub-networks in a soft-selection manner.

3 PRELIMINARY
3.1 CTR prediction
CTR prediction is a supervised binary classification task [3, 27].
Suppose a dataset for training CTR models consists of 𝑄 instances
(x, 𝑦), where 𝑦 ∈ {0, 1} is the label indicating user’s click behaviors
and x is a multi-fields data record. A CTR prediction algorithm
is devoted to approximate the probability 𝑃𝑟 (𝑦 = 1|x) for each
instance with input x.
To better predict user’s behaviors under complex real-world
environments, web-scale industrial recommender systems collect
a large number of features, including user profiles (e.g., gender,
age), item attributes (e.g., name, category) as well as contextual
information (e.g., weekday, location) to build a training dataset.
For numerical features (e.g., bidding price, usage count), commonused approaches are discretization, including soft discretization
like AutoDis [4] and hard discretization via transforming numerical features to categorical features, such as logarithm discretization [13] and tree-based discretization [8]. Therefore, multi-field
categorical record can be transformed into a high-dimensional

Gender

Age

Category

(1)

Weekday

For deep learning-based CTR models following feature embedding & feature interaction paradigm, an embedding layer is applied
to transform each sparse vector into a low-dimensional dense vector,
which is habitually called feature embedding. For the 𝑖-th categorical field, the feature embedding can be obtained by embedding
look-up operation:
e𝑖 = E𝑖 · x𝑖 ,

(2)

where E𝑖 ∈
is the embedding matrix, x𝑖 is the one-hot vector,
𝑣𝑖 is the vocabulary size and 𝑘 is embedding size. Therefore, the
result of embedding layer is represented as:
R𝑣𝑖 ×𝑘

E = [e1, e2, · · ·, e 𝑓 ],

(3)

where 𝑓 denotes the number of fields.
Then, the feature embedding is fed into stacked or parallel structure models for capturing explicit/implicit feature interactions and
the predictive CTR score is obtained via a discriminative function
𝑦ˆ = 𝑓𝐶𝑇 𝑅 (E).

3.2

Deep & Cross Network (DCN)

DCN is a representative parallel structure CTR model, which feeds
the embedding E into two separate sub-network, i.e., cross network
and deep network for explicit and implicit feature interaction modeling. Specifically, the cross layers and deep layers in these two
networks are respectively denoted as:
x𝑙+1 = x0 x𝑙T w𝑙𝑐 + b𝑙𝑐 + x𝑙 ,

(4)
T
h𝑙+1 = ReLU(w𝑑𝑙 h𝑙 + b𝑑𝑙 ),
where x𝑙 and h𝑙 are the outputs of the 𝑙-th cross and deep layer,
w𝑙𝑐 , b𝑙𝑐 , w𝑙d and b𝑑𝑙 are the weight and bias parameters of the 𝑙-th
cross and deep layer. Note that the inputs for both cross and deep
network are identical, i.e., x0 = h0 = E.
Finally, the results of two networks are fused in the last layer
(𝐿-th layer) and then sent into the output layer for prediction, which
can be represented as:
𝑦ˆ𝐷𝐶𝑁 = Sigmoid(wT [x𝐿 , h𝐿 ] + b),

(5)

where the activation function is Sigmoid, [·, ·] is the concatenation
operation, w and b are the weight and bias parameters, respectively.
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However, trivial sharing strategy limits the expressiveness and
effectiveness of DCN. On the one hand, the cross network and deep
network are independent and the learned representations do not
fuse until the last layer. On the other hand, both cross and deep
networks take the same embedding E as input and ignore the emphasis on feature selection. These two defects impede the learning
procedure of effective feature interactions in DCN, resulting in
sub-optimal performance. To overcome these issues, we propose an
Enhanced Deep & Cross Network (EDCN) with two modules, i.e.,
bridge module and regulation module, which will be introduced in
the next Section.
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Figure 4: The architecture of EDCN.

ENHANCED DEEP & CROSS NETWORK
(EDCN)

In this section, we elaborate on the details of EDCN together with
the training procedure. The architecture of EDCN is presented
in Figure 4, including two core modules in comparison with the
original DCN, i.e., bridge module and regulation module.

4.1

Re gulation Module

Bridge Module

The existing parallel deep CTR models learn explicit and implicit
feature interactions separately via two parallel sub-networks respectively, such as DeepFM [5], DCN [30], xDeepFM [17] and AutoInt [28]. Two networks are performed separately and independently, meaning no information fusion until the last layer, which
is called late fusion. The late fusion strategy fails to capture the
correlation between two parallel networks in the intermediate layers, weakening the interactive signals between explicit and implicit
feature interaction. Moreover, the lengthy updating progress in
each sub-networks may lead to skewed gradients during the backward propagation [9], thus hindering the learning procedure of
both networks.
To overcome this limitation, we introduce a dense fusion strategy,
which is implemented by our proposed bridge module, to capture
the layer-wise interactive signals between two parallel networks.
Unlike the late fusion that only performs information sharing in
the last layer of sub-networks, dense fusion shares the intermediate information at each layer, taking advantage of the multi-level
interactive signals and mitigating the gradient issue. Comparison
between late fusion and dense fusion is demonstrated in Figure 3.
More specifically, in EDCN, a bridge module is presented after
each pair of cross layer and deep layer to capture effective layer-wise
interactions. Formally, suppose the outputs of the 𝑙-th cross layer
and 𝑙-th deep layer are represented as x𝑙 and h𝑙 , the bridge module

can be formulated as f𝑙 = 𝑓 (x𝑙 , h𝑙 ), where 𝑓 (·) is a pre-defined
interaction function that takes two vector as input and outputs
a vector with the same dimension. Particularly, we empirically
compare the following four interaction functions 𝑓 (·) : R𝑑 × R𝑑 →
R𝑑 .
• Pointwise Addition computes the element-wise sum of the
input vectors. It has no parameters and is formulated as
f𝑙 = x𝑙 ⊕ h𝑙 .
• Hadamard Product takes their element-wise product and is
denoted as f𝑙 = x𝑙 ⊗ h𝑙 . It is also parameter-free.
• Concatenation concatenates the input vectors and passes to
a feed-forward layer with ReLU activation function to keep
the dimension of the output vector as 𝑑. This function is
formulated as f𝑙 = ReLU(w𝑙 T [x𝑙 , h𝑙 ] + b𝑙 ), where w𝑙 and b𝑙
are the weight and bias parameters in bridge module of the
𝑙-th layer, respectively.
• Attention Pooling leverages a self-attention network [29] to
measure the importance of the two input vectors and performs attentive pooling accordingly. This interaction function is denoted as f𝑙 = 𝑎𝑙𝑥 x𝑙 ⊕ 𝑎𝑙ℎ h𝑙 , where 𝑎𝑙𝑥 and 𝑎𝑙ℎ are the
attention weights in the 𝑙-th layer. Weight 𝑎𝑙𝑥 is obtained
by Softmax(p𝑙 T ReLU(w𝑙T x𝑙 + b𝑙 )) where p𝑙 is the transform
weight parameter and 𝑎𝑙ℎ can be obtained in a similar way.
To summarize, the bridge module serves as a bridge connecting
the explicit and implicit modeling networks, strengthening the
interactive signals across networks and avoiding skewed gradients
during backward propagation. Empirical comparisons of the above
four functions are presented in the ablation study.
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4.2

4.4

Regulation Module

Deep CTR models with parallel structure exploit explicit and implicit features simultaneously based on the shared embeddings.
Explicit feature interactions are usually modeled with pre-defined
interaction functions for efficiently exploring bounded-degree interaction (e.g., cross network in DCN), while implicit feature interactions are mostly learned via fully connected layers. Intuitively,
different features are suitable for different interaction functions,
as observed in [14]. As a consequence, there is a need to carefully
select different features for the two parallel networks, instead of
feeding all the features equally to these two networks as DCN does.
Inspired by the gating mechanism used in MMoE [20], we propose a regulation module, implemented by a field-wise gating network to soft-select discriminative feature distributions for each
parallel networks. Concretely, an efficient field-wise gating unit
G𝑏 = [g𝑏1 , g𝑏2 , · · ·, g𝑏𝑓 ] is utilized, where 𝑏 ∈ 𝐵 is for parallel network
𝑏 (𝐵 = {𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠, 𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑝} in DCN) and the real-valued scalar g𝑏𝑖 denotes
the gating weight for the 𝑖-th field. To obtain discriminative feature
distributions, Softmax activation function is performed on G𝑏 and
b𝑏 = [b
obtained G
g𝑏1 ,b
g𝑏2 , · · ·,b
g𝑏𝑓 ] by:
1 𝑏

𝑒 𝜏 g𝑖
b
,
g𝑏𝑖 = Í
1 𝑏
𝑓
𝜏 g𝑗
𝑒
𝑗=1

(6)

where 𝜏 is the temperature coefficient to control distribution, scalar
b
g𝑏𝑖 represents the gating score of the 𝑖-th field in network 𝑏. Therefore, the regulated representation E𝑏 for network 𝑏 is derived as:
b𝑏 ⊙ E = [b
E𝑏 = G
g𝑏1 e1,b
g𝑏2 e2, · · ·,b
g𝑏𝑓 e 𝑓 ].

(7)

Besides the shared embedding layer, we also perform regulation
module together with each bridge module, as shown in Figure 4.
Note that the cross network in DCN is actually a linear transformation of x0 , as demonstrated in xDeepFM [17]. In other words, field
information still exists in the fused representation of the bridge
module. Therefore, the regulation module after the bridge module
works in the same principle as the one for the shared embedding
layer.

4.3

Combination Output Layer

After stacking 𝐿 layers, the outputs are concatenated and fed into
a standard logits layer for prediction. Assume the outputs of the
𝐿-th cross layer, deep layer and bridge module are x𝐿 , h𝐿 and f𝐿 ,
the result of EDCN is represented as:
𝑦ˆ = Sigmoid(wT [x𝐿 , h𝐿 , f𝐿 ] + b),

(8)

where w and b are the the weight and bias parameters.
The loss function is the widely-used LogLoss with a regularization term, as:
L=−

𝑁
1 Õ
𝑦𝑖 log( 𝑦ˆ𝑖 ) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) log(1 − 𝑦ˆ𝑖 ) + 𝜆 ∥Θ ∥ 2 ,
𝑁 𝑖=1

(9)

where 𝑦𝑖 and 𝑦ˆ𝑖 are the ground truth label and estimated value of
the 𝑖-th instance, respectively. 𝑁 is the total number of training
instances, 𝜆 is the 𝐿2 regularization weight and Θ is the set of model
parameters.
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Discussion

4.4.1 Complexity Analysis. In this subsection, we analyze the time
and space complexity of the bridge module and regulation module.
Denote the embedding size as 𝑘 and we take Hadamard Product as
the interaction function in the bridge module as it achieves the best
performance in the experiments which will be shown in Section
5.5.1. The time and space complexity of a single bridge module is
𝑂 (𝑘) and 𝑂 (1) respectively because of the parameter-free elementwise product. Moreover, the time complexity for a single regulation
module is also 𝑂 (𝑘) due to the multiplication operation in Eq.(7);
while its space complexity is 𝑂 (1) as the parameters in G𝑏 are
field-wise. The above analysis indicates that these two modules are
lightweight and the empirical study about model efficiency will be
elaborated in Section 5.6.
4.4.2 Compatibility Analysis. EDCN proposes two core modules,
namely bridge module and regulation module, which can be applied
seamlessly to mainstream models with parallel structure, such as
DeepFM, DCN, xDeepFM, AutoInt and etc. The bridge module captures the layer-wise interaction between different parallel networks,
strengthening the interactive signals across networks; while the
regulation module can discriminate feature distributions for different parallel networks. These two modules are generalized well to
the parallel-structured models, which is demonstrated by the compatibility study elaborated in Section 5.3. Specifically, to cope with
the setting that implicit and explicit networks have different layers,
we leverage the last layer output of the sub-network with fewer
layers to perform bridge operations with another one repetitively.

5 OFFLINE EXPERIMENTS
5.1 Offline Experimental Setting
5.1.1 Dataset and Evaluation Protocols. To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed EDCN and the compatibility of two core
modules, we conduct extensive offline experiments on two popular
benchmarks (i.e., Avazu1 , Criteo2 ) and one industrial dataset. The
statistics of all the three datasets are summarized in Table 1.
• Avazu dataset contains 23 fields spanning from user/device
features to ad attributes. We randomly split the dataset into
training, validation and test with ratio 8:1:1.
• Criteo dataset consists of 26 categorical fields and 13 numerical fields, where day 1-7 are used for training, day 8 and
day 9 for validation and test, respectively. We follow the
same data processing procedure in PNN [23] by performing
negative down-sampling to keep the positive ratio close to
50% and converting numerical features into categorical ones.
• The industrial dataset contains 9 consecutive days of click
logs sampled from the Huawei advertising platform. The
feature set of this dataset is comprised of 44 categorical
features and 41 numerical features, which are discretized via
a variety of hybrid manually-designed rules. We set day 1-7
as training set, day 8 and day 9 as validation and test set
respectively.
To evaluate the performance, we leverage the most commonlyused offline evaluation metrics in CTR prediction, namely AUC
1 http://www.kaggle.com/c/avazu-ctr-prediction

2 http://labs.criteo.com/downloads/download-terabyte-click-logs/
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Table 1: Statistics of evaluation datasets.
Dataset
Avazu
Criteo
Industrial

#Feature Fields
23
39
85

#Instances (×107 )
3.64
9.69
8.75

Table 3: Compatibility study of bridge module over parallel
CTR models with multi-layers.

Positive Ratio
17%
50%
3.3%

Table 2: The overall performance comparison. Boldface denotes the highest score and underline indicates the best result of the baselines. ★ represents significance level 𝑝-value
< 0.05 of comparing EDCN with the best baseline.
Avazu

Model
FNN
Wide&Deep
DeepFM
DCN
DCN-V2
xDeepFM
AutoInt
PNN
EDCN
Rel Impr.

Criteo

xDeepFM
xDeepFMBridge
DCN
DCNBridge
DCN-V2
DCN-V2Bridge

LogLoss

AUC

LogLoss

AUC

LogLoss

0.7738
0.7745
0.7747
0.7751
0.7755
0.7754
0.7756
0.7759
0.7793★
0.44%

0.3841
0.3836
0.3833
0.3835
0.3822
0.3825
0.3821
0.3820
0.3803★
0.45%

0.7941
0.7952
0.7955
0.7963
0.7983
0.7968
0.7983
0.7985
0.8001★
0.20%

0.5482
0.5470
0.5467
0.5459
0.5435
0.5455
0.5437
0.5434
0.5415★
0.35%

0.7261
0.7255
0.7262
0.7263
0.7272
0.7275
0.7282
0.7269
0.7310★
0.38%

0.1368
0.1369
0.1369
0.1368
0.1368
0.1367
0.1365
0.1366
0.1361★
0.29%

5.1.2 Baselines and Implementation Details. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of EDCN, we compare the performance with representative deep CTR models, including FNN [33], Wide & Deep [2],
DeepFM [5], DCN [30], DCN-V2 [31], xDeepFM [17], AutoInt [28]
and PNN [24].
All the models are implemented on TensorFlow, and we optimize all the models with mini-batch Adam [15], where the learning
rate is searched from [10−5, 10−4, . . . , 10−2 ] and the batch size is
fixed at 2,000. Besides, the embedding size is set to 40. The hidden
layers of deep network are fix to 400-400-400 by default and Batch
Normalization is applied. The weight of 𝐿2 regularization [16] is
tuned in [10−5, 10−4, . . . , 10−3 ] and dropout rate is searched from
[0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.9]. Specifically, the network structure for modeling explicit feature interactions in DCN, DCN-V2 and xDeepFM
(namely, CrossNet and CIN) are set to 3 layers. The head and attention factor of the multi-head attention in AutoInt is set to 2 and 20,
respectively. By default, Hadamard Product is chosen as interaction
function in bridge module. b
g𝑏𝑓 in regulation module is initialized as
1.0 to ensure equal weight for each field at start.

Performance Comparison

Table 2 presents the model performance on all the three datasets,
from which we have the following observations:
• EDCN outperforms all the SOTA baselines over three datasets
in terms of both AUC and LogLoss by a significant margin,

Avazu

Criteo

Industrial

AUC

LogLoss

AUC

LogLoss

AUC

LogLoss

0.7754
0.7761
0.7751
0.7775
0.7755
0.7776

0.3825
0.3824
0.3835
0.3814
0.3822
0.3811

0.7968
0.7974
0.7963
0.7997
0.7983
0.7987

0.5455
0.5445
0.5459
0.5420
0.5435
0.5431

0.7275
0.7291
0.7263
0.7300
0.7272
0.7292

0.1367
0.1364
0.1368
0.1364
0.1368
0.1364

which demonstrates the superior performance of EDCN in
CTR prediction task.
• In comparison with the original DCN model, EDCN improves
AUC on the three datasets by 0.54%, 0.48% and 0.65%, respectively. We argue that this significant improvement attributes
to the following reasons: (1) Bridge module based on the
dense fusion strategy contributes to strengthening the layerwise interaction and supervision across the parallel networks.
Though the network width of the deep layers is extended
to be the same as the embedding layer, the improved performance is not achieved by the additional hidden neurons
(as the average AUC over three datasets achieved by the
extended-width DCN improves only less than 0.03%). (2)
Regulation module regulates the shared embeddings and
fused information to pass discriminative feature distributions into different sub-networks, which helps sub-networks
to soft-select suitable features.

Industrial

AUC

and LogLoss. It is noticeable that a slightly higher AUC (↑) or
lower Logloss (↓) at 0.001-level is regarded significant for the CTR
prediction task, which has been pointed out in existing works [2, 5,
28, 30]. All the experiments are repeated 5 times to get the average
performance. The two-tailed unpaired 𝑡-test is performed to detect
a significant difference between EDCN and the best baseline.

5.2

Model

5.3

Compatibility Analysis with Different
Models

5.3.1 Compatibility Study of Bridge Module. To demonstrate the
compatibility of our proposed bridge module, we introduce bridge
module for each hidden layer in three popular deep parallel CTR
models, namely xDeepFM, DCN and DCN-V2. A model M equipped
with bridge module is represented as MBridge . From Table 3, we
can observe that bridge module improves the performance of deep
parallel CTR models consistently. The average improvements over
AUC metric are 0.13% for xDeepFM, 0.42% for DCN and 0.20% for
DCN-V2 respectively, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the
bridge module. The reason lies in that layer-wise bridge module
leverages the dense fusion strategy to capture the interactive correlation signals and bring benefit to explicit and implicit feature
modeling subsequently. Moreover, the gradient update is more
balanced when backward propagation due to the introduction of
multi-paths between different sub-networks, so that the gradient
skew problem can be well eased.
5.3.2 Compatibility Study of Regulation Module. The proposed
regulation module is also model-agnostic. In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to demonstrate its compatibility by
applying regulation module to five state-of-the-art parallel CTR
models: DeepFM, xDeepFM, AutoInt, DCN, DCN-V2, together with
DCNBridge . All these models except DCNBridge apply late fusion
strategy, so that we only perform regulation module over the embedding layer. A model M equipped with regulation module is
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Table 4: Compatibility study of regulation module over parallel CTR models.
Industrial

LogLoss

AUC

LogLoss

0.7747
0.7756
0.7754
0.7765
0.7756
0.7763
0.7751
0.7771
0.7755
0.7761
0.7775
0.7793

0.3833
0.3831
0.3825
0.3817
0.3821
0.3818
0.3835
0.3817
0.3822
0.3819
0.3814
0.3803

0.7955
0.7968
0.7968
0.7977
0.7983
0.7986
0.7963
0.7985
0.7983
0.7985
0.7997
0.8001

0.5467
0.5452
0.5455
0.5443
0.5437
0.5432
0.5459
0.5433
0.5435
0.5433
0.5420
0.5415

0.7262
0.7280
0.7275
0.7288
0.7282
0.7294
0.7263
0.7286
0.7272
0.7289
0.7300
0.7310

0.1369
0.1365
0.1367
0.1365
0.1365
0.1365
0.1368
0.1365
0.1368
0.1365
0.1364
0.1361

Note that model DCNBridgeRegulate = EDCN.

represented as MRegulate . Note that DCNBridgeRegulate is actually
our proposed EDCN. Consistent improvement can be observed
from Table 4. As stated earlier, regulation module discriminates
feature distributions and passes them into different sub-networks
where distinctive feature collections will be exploited respectively.
From the perspective of back propagation, due to the shared embeddings in paralle-structured models, gradients from multiple
sub-networks may conflict with each other to some extent. With
regulation module, gradients are regulated before back-propagating
to the embedding layer, alleviating the conflict of gradients.

5.4

Analyzing Regulation Module

To vividly illustrate the feature regulation results of the regulation
b𝑏 (with min-max
module, we visualize the weight distribution G
𝑏
normalization to scale each element b
g𝑖 into [0,1] for intuitive presentation) for each hidden layer of parallel networks in EDCN. The
results over the Avazu dataset are shown in Figure 5. Note that
darker color means more inclination of this field towards the corresponding feature interaction manner (i.e., cross network and deep
network in EDCN). From the heatmaps we can observe that feature
distribution varies across different layers and different feature interaction manners. Specifically, f11 has large weight in layer0 and
layer 1 for both cross and deep networks. f2 is more discriminative
in layer2 of cross network while f16 in layer2 of deep network.
Besides, heatmap in the cross network is more diverse, indicating
that some fields are playing a more significant role than others in
bounded-degree explicit feature interaction. On the contrary, most
fields make a relatively similar contribution to the implicit feature
interactions. Another observation is that as the number of layers
increases, the preference of different sub-networks is more obvious.
The feature distributions are relatively close in layer0 while significantly different in layer2. Therefore, EDCN utilizes the regulation
module to soft-select discriminative feature distributions, taking
full advantage of the different features.

5.5

Ablation Study

5.5.1 Bridge Module. To compare the performance of different
interaction functions in the bridge module, we explore four interaction functions 𝑓 (·), namely pointwise addition (EDCN-ADD),

b𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠 w.r.t features in the cross network.
(a) Heatmap of G

b𝑑𝑒𝑒𝑝 w.r.t features in the deep network.
(b) Heatmap of G

Figure 5: Heatmap of features in each layer of EDCN over
Avazu dataset.
0.78

0.779

0.3816
0.3813

0.3812

0.778

0.7776

0.3811

0.8001
0.8

0.381

0.3803

0.3806
0.3804
0.3802
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0.776

0.543
0.5427

0.3812

0.3808
0.7775

0.7772
0.777

0.801

0.3814

0.7793

0.5424
0.7993

0.7992

0.5424
0.7994

0.5425

0.542

0.799
0.5415
0.798

LogLoss

AUC

AUC

LogLoss

LogLoss

DeepFM
DeepFMRegulation
xDeepFM
xDeepFMRegulation
AutoInt
AutoIntRegulation
DCN
DCNRegulation
DCN-V2
DCN-V2Regulation
DCNBridge
DCNBridgeRegulate

Criteo

AUC

AUC

Avazu

Model

0.5415

0.541

0.3798
0.775

EDCN-ADD EDCN-PROD EDCN-CON EDCN-ATT

(a) AUC

0.3796

0.797

EDCN-ADD EDCN-PROD EDCN-CON EDCN-ATT

0.5405

(b) LogLoss

Figure 6: Ablation study on the bridge module.
hadamard product (EDCN-PROD), concatenation (EDCN-CON)
and attention pooling (EDCN-ATT). As observed from Figure 6,
hadamard product outperforms the others significantly, which may
due to the following reasons. On the one hand, hadamard product is
parameter-free and therefore does not involve any additional learnable parameters, which is easier to train steadily than the methods
with parameters (e.g., concatenation and attention pooling). On the
other hand, compared with pointwise addition, product operation is
a better interaction modeling operation in recommendation models,
as indicated in [5, 24, 26].
5.5.2 Regulation Module. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed regulation module, we conduct experiments by replacing
the regulation module (RM) with three methods.
FC. Fully connection is a commonly-used transformation method,
extracting representation from the preceding layer.
SE. Squeeze-and-Excitation Network [10, 12] performs Squeeze,
Excitation and Re-Weight steps to re-scale representation with informative features.
GN. GateNet [11] proposes feature embedding gate to select salient
information from the feature-level.
Comparisons among these methods are presented in Figure 7. We
can observe that simple FC obtains the worst results. Besides, GN
and SE methods achieve improvement compared with the nonregulation (namely, DCNBridge ) on Avazu while slight decrease on
Criteo. Nevertheless, RM obtains significant improvement over the
other competitors consistently, demonstrating the effectiveness of
our proposed regulation module.
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0.801

0.3825

0.78

Online Inference

0.5435

0.7793

0.543

0.7783

0.7782

0.8

0.7762

0.3809

0.381

0.3809

0.3805

0.776
0.3803
0.775

0.38

0.774

0.3795

0.773

0.379

EDCN-FC

EDCN-GN

EDCN-SE

EDCN-RM

0.5428

0.5427

0.8001

0.7991
0.799

0.7988

0.799

0.542

0.5415

0.5415

EDCN-FC

EDCN-GN

EDCN-SE

EDCN-RM

Features

Candidate
Pool

Offline Training
Model

Trainer
Processed data

Indexer

DataGen

(b) LogLoss

Table 5: Time and space complexity comparison on the
Avazu dataset.

5.6

Ranker

0.5405

Figure 7: Ablation study on the regulation module.

DCN
xDeepFM
AutoInt
EDCN

Ads List

0.541

0.797

All Ads

Candidate Ads
Ad 1
Ad 2
Ad 3
...

0.798

(a) AUC

Model

Retrieval

0.543

0.5425

AUC

0.777

LogLoss

0.3815

0.778

AUC

Query

0.382

0.382

LogLoss

0.779

Parameters (×106 )

Relative ratio

Inference time (s)

Relative ratio

∼ 9.17
∼ 9.66
∼ 34.55
∼ 11.03

+5.3%
+276.8%
+20.3%

∼ 8.48
∼ 44.18
∼ 69.89
∼ 12.66

+421.0%
+724.2%
+49.3%

Model Complexity

In order to quantitatively analyze the space and time complexity
of our proposed EDCN, we compare the model parameters and
inference time (over the whole test set) of three representative
deep CTR models with parallel structure. All the experiments are
conducted on an NVIDIA Tesla P100-PCIE GPU with 16G memory.
Table 5 reports the comparison results on Avazu dataset. We can
observe that, compared with DCN, the increased model parameters
and inference time of EDCN are acceptable, demonstrating that
two modules introduced by EDCN are lightweight and feasible
in practical industrial applications. Besides, the inference time of
xDeepFM is much longer than that of EDCN while the increased
model parameters of EDCN are much smaller than that of AutoInt.

6 ONLINE A/B TESTING
6.1 System Overview
In this section, we briefly describe the CTR prediction system, which
consists of two core modules: Online Inference and Offline Training. The system architecture is depicted in Figure 8. The online
inference module serves recommended ad lists to users, which is
time-sensitive and must be done in several milliseconds. When a
user arrives, a query with the user’s attributes and contextual features is generated and send to the online service. The ad Retrieval
stage is triggered and returns dozens of candidate ads that are popular or relevant to the user from a candidate pool with millions of ads.
Then, an Indexer extracts the features of the target user, candidate
ads as well as the context to splice and construct instances. Finally,
a Ranker leverages the instances and a deep CTR model trained
offline to predict scores 𝑃𝑟 (𝑦|x) and a sorted ads list is organized
according to some ranking function before presenting to the user.
The offline training module periodically trains and updates the CTR
models according to the newly generated user behavior logs. User’s
behaviors (with user consent) over the recommended ads list are
recorded in the Logs and the data after filtering and cleaning are fed
into DataGen for supporting online inference and offline training.
During the offline training, the data after processing are fed into a

User Behavior Record
Logs

Filtered data

Figure 8: Overview of the CTR prediction system.
Trainer, which utilizes the historical data to train deep CTR models
and push for online serving periodically.

6.2

Online Experimental Setting

The online A/B test is conducted for a month from March 10th
to April 10th. The compared baseline is denoted as M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , which
is a highly-optimized parallel-structured model. We deploy the
bridge module and regulation module based on M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , named as
M𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 . Both models are trained over the latest click logs, where
an identical data process procedure is performed. Each model is deployed in a single cluster, where each node contains 16 core Xeon(R)
Gold 6278C CPU (2.60GHz), 32GB RAM as well as 1 NVIDIA TESLA
T4 GPU cards. For online serving, 5% of the users are randomly
selected as the experimental group and are recommended ads by
M𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 while another 5% of the users are in the control group
and receive results from M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 .
We choose two kinds of ad display scenarios in Huawei to evaluate our proposed bridge module and regulation module, where
millions of daily active users interact with ads and tens of millions
of user log events are generated.
• Instant Access scene is comprised of an ad list, which is
at the top of the minus one screen and recommends a list of
apps to users.
• Video Page scene is displayed by a single ad card, which is
located below the Huawei Video.
Two commonly-used online evaluation metrics in online advertising, i.e., CTR and eCPM, are used to evaluate the performance of
different deployed models.

6.3

Online Results

The online result of consecutive 30 days shows significant improvement of our proposed modules over the baseline M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 whose results are shown in Table 6. We can observe that, M𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 achieves
7.30% (2.42%) and 4.85% (1.71%) improvements with respect to CTR
and eCPM respectively in the Instant Access (Video Page) scenario. Besides, the serving latency increased is also acceptable in the
industry. The results show that the bridge module and regulation
module bring significant performance improvement in terms of
user experience and platform revenue with slight latency overload.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we delve into the issue of trivial information sharing in parallel structure models (e.g., DCN) and propose EDCN
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Table 6: Online A/B testing results of M𝑒𝑛ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 compared
with the base model M𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 .
Scenario
Instant Access
Video Page

CTR
+7.30%
+2.42%

eCPM
+4.85%
+1.71%

Latency
+10.8%
+9.2%

for enhancing information sharing. EDCN performs a dense fusion strategy in the hidden layers and designs a bridge module to
capture the layer-wise interactive signals between the deep and
cross networks. Besides, a regulation module is proposed to learn
discriminative feature distributions for different networks. Furthermore, the two proposed modules in EDCN are generalized well
to mainstream CTR models with parallel structure. We conduct
extensive experiments on two benchmark real-world datasets and
an industrial dataset to demonstrate the effectiveness and compatibility of EDCN. Besides, a one-month online A/B test in the Huawei
advertising platform shows that two modules improve the base
model by 7.30% and 4.85% in terms of CTR and eCPM. Future work
includes proposing some information sharing strategy into models
with stacked structure.
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